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Abstract: In heavy-ion collisions, an abundant production of high-energy QCD jets allows
to study how these multiparticle sprays are modied as they pass through the quark-gluon
plasma. In order to shed new light on this process, we compute the inclusive two-gluon
rate o a hard quark propagating through a color deconned medium at rst order in
medium opacity. We explicitly impose an energy ordering of the two emitted gluons,
such that the \hard" gluon can be thought of as belonging to the jet substructure while
the other is a \soft" emission (which can be collinear or medium-induced). Our analysis
focusses on two specic limits that clarify the modication of the additional angle- and
formation time-ordering of splittings. In one limit, the formation time of the \hard" gluon
is short compared to the \soft" gluon formation time, leading to a probabilistic formula
for production of and subsequent radiation o a quark-gluon antenna. In the other limit,
the ordering of formation is reverted, which automatically leads to the fact that the jet
substructure is resolved by the medium. We observe in this case a characteristic delay:
the jet radiates as one color current (quark) up to the formation of the \hard" gluon, at
which point we observe the onset of radiation of the new color current (gluon). Within
our kinematic constraints, our computation supports a picture in which the in-medium jet
dynamics are described as a collection of subsequent antennas which are resolved by the
medium according to their transverse extent.
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1 Introduction
QCD jets are essential objects in modern particle physics. Many of the searches for new
physics at the LHC involve the detailed analysis of the production and properties of these
energetic spays of particles that arise from the colour neutralisation of energetic partons
produced in hadronic collisions. Jets also play a central role in the analysis of hot and
dense matter formed in the debris of high energy Pb-Pb collisions (for a recent review of
LHC heavy-ion results see [1]). Since long, these objects have been identied as the most
powerful tomographic tools with which to diagnose the properties of the formed matter [2].
The tremendous combined capabilities of the LHC (and its associated detectors) have
converted this potential into reality; the copious production of jet samples at LHC energies
enables detailed studies of jet properties in a heavy ion environment [3{18].
Early LHC results on jet physics in Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV have shown a
strong suppression in the jet production rate as compared to proton-proton collisions at the
same energies [15{17]. This reduction of the jet rate can be understood as a result of the
energy loss experienced by jets on their way out of the collision zone. This phenomenon,
known as jet quenching, was identied previously at RHIC by the observation of a strong
suppression in the production of high energy hadrons in heavy ion collisions [19, 20]. While
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the latter suppression is mostly sensitive to the energy loss by the hardest jet fragments, the
variety of the observed jet modications in a heavy-ion environment demands addressing
the jets as sources of several partons propagating simultaneously through the QCD medium.
At high energies, parton energy loss is controlled by the stimulated radiation of
medium-induced gluons as a result of the scattering with the medium constituents. Many
of the properties of the modication of jets may be inferred from the single-gluon emis-
sion rate, rst considered in [21] and computed by BDMPS-Z [22{24]. In a nite length
medium, an opacity expansion of the multiple scattering series resummed in BDMPS-Z
was introduced in [25{27], in which the expansion parameter may be viewed as the ratio
of the medium length to the mean free path.1 These computations are at the heart of
the dierent formalisms later developed to address the dynamics of energetic partons in
plasma [28{37]. Generalising this picture in order to treat the interactions of QCD show-
ers with the medium, one usually relies on working models that iterate the single-gluon
emission rate without considering possible multi-parton correlations. For dierent Monte-
Carlo implementations, see [38{42]. Nevertheless, in vacuum jet physics it has been long
understood that interference eects between the shower constituents, known as coherent
branching or angular ordering, are essential to completely describe intra-jet properties in
high-energy colliders [43].
For typical medium-induced gluons, all correlations are suppressed by the ratio of their
formation time over the medium length [44], see also [45]. For large media, this allows to
treat multiple medium-induced branchings in terms of a cascade [46, 47], see also [48, 49].
The large separation of scales, related in turn to the medium length and the mean free
path, can also potentially lead to signicant radiative corrections to transverse momentum
broadening and energy loss in the medium [50{52] and, in general, to medium transport
coecients [51, 53]. See also [54, 55] for related work in next-to-leading order corrections
to the medium-induced spectrum. The emission spectrum of two gluons with comparable
formation times was analysed for the case of a dense medium in [56]. These approaches,
however, consider the gluon transverse momenta to be of the order of the medium scale
and therefore do not explicitly study the interplay between emissions of the former kind
and genuine vacuum emissions, either short- or long-distance ones, which can take place in
the context of high-energy jets. In the present work, we aim at providing further analytical
insight into these situations, complementary to the numerical analysis of the rate at rst
order in medium opacity presented in [57].
The study of coherence eects for in-medium jets is a relatively new subject. In [58{63]
the single gluon emission rate o two classical colour currents was computed in dierent
approximations. The main nding of these studies may be summarised as the emergence
of a new scale, the medium resolution scale, which controls the ability of the medium to
resolve the number of colour emitters that traverse the plasma. If the transverse separation
of the colour sources is larger than this scale, the medium is able to interact independently
with each of the sources, and the medium-induced radiation spectrum consists of the su-
perposition of the induced spectrum from each of the colour currents. If the transverse
1This ratio is usually referred to as the medium opacity.
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separation is small compared to this scale, the system interacts coherently with the prop-
agating currents and the medium-induced spectrum coincides with that of a single colour
charge in the overall colour representation of the system of currents. The phenomenon of
medium resolution has also been recently found in the dynamics of energetic colour objects
plunging through innitely strongly coupled gauge theory plasmas [64]. These ndings
lead to the suggestion of a new picture for jet dynamics in heavy-ion collisions where, from
the point of view of the medium, the jet shower is organised in terms of eective emitters,
according to the medium resolution scale [65].
In this paper we study the coherent branching of soft gluons in jet showers by directly
analysing the double-inclusive gluon emission rate. The two gluons have well separated
energies, which are both much smaller than the quark energy. We will model the interaction
of the jet with hadronic matter by a single in-medium exchange, which occurs at a given
distance from the hard production vertex that generates the shower. This medium model
corresponds to the leading order of an opacity expansion for a medium which can be situated
at any distance from the hard vertex. In the lowest order opacity expansion approach, one
performs the integral over the position of the scattering centres, thus arriving at sequential
interactions that add to the average number of scattering centres along the jet path. In
this paper we do not perform this integral. The so called N = 1 opacity approximation has
been very successful in describing dierent aspects of hard probes in heavy ion collisions,
(see, for example, [66{70]; for other perturbative-based analyses of fully reconstructed jets
see, for example [71{76]). Nevertheless, we will consider this approximation as a working
model with which to understand jet-medium interactions. In particular, we will place the
in-medium exchange at will and use its a a chronometer, which tests the jet shower at
dierent times. The double inclusive emission rate in the N = 1 opacity approximation
was analysed in [57] for xed values of the medium parameters. However, our computation
is not aimed at describing the gluon emission rate in a realistic model of the hot matter
produced in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions but rather to understand how in-medium
interactions generically aect the gluon radiation pattern.
2 Preliminaries
We compute the inclusive rate o a hard quark that emits two soft gluons while it inter-
acts with a single coloured exchange. In the absence of scattering centres, those gluons
originate from the relaxation of virtuality of the microscopic process that generates the en-
ergetic quark. The presence of such a single gluon exchange leads to a modication of the
vacuum spectrum by changing the transverse momentum of one of the gluons emitted at
the production vertex. In addition, the additional momentum transferred to the jet supple-
mented by the medium leads to an additional source of radiation of gluons with transverse
momentum of the order of the momentum transfer. This process is the stimulated emission
of gluons in the medium. We explicitly study the eect of interferences among these dif-
ferent physics processes in the nal emission rate. We will work in light-cone coordinates
X = (x+; x ;x), where x  (x0  x3)=2 and x = (x1; x2) denotes a transverse vector,
x  jxj. For future reference, the momenta of the quark, the \hard" and the \soft" gluons
are given by P = (p+; 0;0), KH = (k
+
H ; k
 
H ;kH) and KS = (k
+
S ; k
 
S ;kS), respectively.
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2.1 Medium model
As the partons produced in a jet shower plough through a QCD medium, they exchange
energy and momentum with its constituents. Since these interactions are mediated by
the exchange of gluons, an eective way to encode those interactions is by analysing the
propagation of energetic partons in a uctuating colour gauge eld, A, sourced by the
quarks and gluons in the medium. For high-energy probes, the light-cone gauge A+ = 0,
with the plus-momentum component the largest momentum of the parton, is particularly
convenient. In this gauge, typical uctuating elds in the background will have all other
components of comparable order. Since in the eikonal limit, which we will briey describe
in the next subsection, the coupling of a parton of momentum P to the medium gauge
eld is proportional to P  A, the contribution of the perpendicular eld components Ai
to the probe-medium interactions is suppressed with respect to the contribution of the
A  component.
The high-energy approximation also leads to simplications in the momentum exchange
with the medium. Assuming that the p+ component of the probe is much larger than the
momentum exchanged in the medium, q, the eect of the q+ exchanged momentum is
always suppressed with respect to the transverse momentum exchanges, q, since by energy
momentum conservation in the vertex the former is always added to the large parton
momentum. This is equivalent to neglecting drag (q+  0) for high-energy probes. With
these assumptions, we can model the medium by a gauge eld with only one non-vanishing
component, which takes the form
A (Q)  taAa; (Q) = 2(q+)
Z
dx+eiq
 x+ A(x+; q) ; (2.1)
where Q = (q+; q ; q) and the medium eld is real, A(x+; q) = A(x+; q).
The medium dynamics leads to the randomisation of the eld. From the point of
view of the probe, we may characterise the medium by cumulants of the uctuating eld
congurations. Odd cumulants vanish as a consequence of colour neutrality of the medium.
Even n-point medium correlators exhibit correlation lengths of order the inverse medium
exchange. This allows us to approximate the medium average of the background gauge
eld to
hAa(x+; q)A b(x0+; q0)i = abm2Dn(x+) (x+   x0+) (2)2(q   q0)V2(q) ; (2.2)
where n(x+) is the density of scattering centres in the x+ direction [77]. In the simplest
of cases, a static medium with xed density n0 and length L, n(x
+) = n0(L   x+). As
a consequence of Lorentz contraction, the correlation length along the x+ direction can be
neglected and we may consider exchanges as instantaneous in x+. Furthermore, V(q) is
the scattering potential, usually assumed to be screened at the scale of the Debye mass
mD. However, in our discussion the exact form of this potential does not matter as long
as it is isotropic in the transverse plane.
The locality in x+ of the correlator eq. (2.2) also implies that higher-order cumulants
vanish in this high-energy approximation, such that higher-order medium correlators are
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simply products of the two point functions eq. (2.2). The N = 1 opacity approximation
consists in describing all medium eects by the two point function eq. (2.2). This is a
good approximation when the medium is dilute, sn0L 1. If the medium is dense, a re-
summation of an arbitrary number of medium exchanges is required. Nevertheless, in this
paper we will employ the N = 1 opacity approximation as a tool to explore the dynamics
of energetic jet showers in QCD medium, but we will make no assumptions on whether
this approximation correctly captures the properties of the quark-gluon plasma formed in
heavy-ion collisions.
2.2 Computing the amplitude and cross section
In our computation we assume the following energy ordering p+  k+H  k+S . This is the
conventional ordering of a vacuum shower leading to the double-logarithmic enhancement
of gluon emissions. In the presence of the medium, such an ordering allows us to study
how the hard jet substructure builds up in the presence of a probing, soft gluon which can
be either collinear or medium-induced.
We also assume that the energy of both gluons is much larger than the typical mo-
mentum transfer from a medium exchange q, k+S  q. In order to consistently neglect the
radiation from the scattering centre, we will focus solely on collinear emissions with respect
to the quark; this means that the emission angles of both of the gluons, H = kH=k
+
H and
S = kS=k
+
S , are small. However, we will make no assumptions about the relative magni-
tude of the emission angles H=S. To account for all relevant medium eects, we will allow
the transverse momentum of one of the gluons, kS, to be of the order of the in-medium
momentum transfer q.
These assumptions simplify signicantly the computation of the emission amplitudes.
Since we are focusing in the rate in which both the gluons and the quark possess a much
larger energy than the medium momentum transfer, we can use an eikonal approximation
for the QCD Feynman rules that allows us to exploit this separation of scales at amplitude
level. For ease of computation we will work in the mixed representation where the minus-
component of the momenta is Fourier transformed to conguration space. Although the
eikonal Feynman rules are well-known, we have re-derived them in appendix A to clearly
state our approximations and for the readers convenience. To discuss how we have organised
our computation, we proceed to list the main ingredients.
In the eikonal limit, the quark and triple-gluon vertices conserve spin and helicity,
respectively. It is useful to absorb the spin and polarization of the propagating degrees of
freedom of adjacent propagators into properly contracted vertices, see appendix A. In this
way the amplitude can be dened in terms of spin and polarisation independent vertices
and propagators. In our present calculations, we will be using two types of eikonal emission
vertices which are justied by the ordering of energies we have assumed. First, emissions
of gluons o the energetic quark come with the factor
V a;iG (p
+;kI ; k
+
I )  V a;iG (0; p+;kI ; k+I ) = 2ig ta
p+
k+I
kiI ; (2.3)
where I = H;S, while the gluon splitting brings a factor
 abc;iG (kH ; k
+
H ;kS; k
+
S ) = 2g f
abc 1
z
iS ; (2.4)
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where we have dened z  k+S =k+H and
S  kS   z kH (2.5)
is the relative momentum of the emission. Both eective vertices are transverse vectors
and are proportional to the relevant colour factor. The four-gluon vertex does not exhibit
the 1=z enhancement of eq. (2.4), and it is therefore negligible in this kinematic limit. The
same argument holds for the gluon splitting into a quark-antiquark pair.
The momentum in eq. (2.5) deserves some discussion. Naively, the strong ordering in
the energy of the gluon suggests that we may drop the apparently subleading contribution
zkH in the denition of S. However, this can only be done if kH and kS are of the same
order. This is the case when both gluons are medium-induced. However, in this paper we
will be interested in exploring the emission rate when the angles in transverse space H
and S are comparable, which implies that kH is parametrically (in 1=z) larger than kS.
Since there is only one non-vanishing component of the medium potential, the eective
interaction vertices become scalars, and read
uaQ(p
+) = 2ig ta p+ ; (2.6)
uabcG (p
+) = 2g fabc p+ ; (2.7)
where we have amputated the medium eld in the denition of the vertex; for details see
appendix A.
Having absorbed all spinor and helicity structures into the vertices, the internal partons
are simply described by scalar propagators. Keeping the leading energy correction on
the position of the poles, the propagation of the gluons in the mixed representation, see
eq. (A.9), may be expressed as
DG(x
+;kI ; k
+
I )  D(x+;kI ; k+I ) =
(x+)
2k+
exp

 i k
2
I
2k+I
x+   x+

; (2.8)
where again I = H;S and (x) is the Heaviside theta-function. The propagation of the
quark is identical to that of the gluon; however, since we are taking the quark to have a
much larger energy, we will adopt the strict eikonal limit, kH=p
+; kS=p
+; q=p+  1 ,
DQ(x
+; p+)  D(x+; 0; p+) = (x
+)
2p+
e x
+
: (2.9)
The -prescription in the propagators above suppresses the propagation of modes in the
distant past and future. Finally, all in-coming and out-going particles have to be multiplied
by the appropriate phases, embodying energy-momentum conservation, and by spinor or
polarization vectors for quarks and gluon, respectively; see appendix A for more details.
These eikonal rules are the building blocks with which we construct the double gluon
emission rate. Neglecting the four-gluon vertex, the full computation of this process in-
volves the calculation of 15 real amplitudes, summarised in Figs 1 and 3. Also, a total
23 additional non-vanishing virtual corrections, or double-Born diagrams, which involve
the interference between double scattering amplitudes with vacuum diagrams, need to be
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H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
Figure 1. Two-gluon emission o a quark with N = 1 interactions with the medium. We also
include the diagrams with the substitution H $ S.
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
Figure 2. Two-gluon emission o a quark with N = 1 unitarity corrections. We also include the
diagrams with the substitution H $ S.
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
Figure 3. Sequential two-gluon emission o a quark and with N = 1 interactions with the medium.
considered. These are summarised in gures 2 and 4. All relevant Feynman rules are
summarised in appendix A.3. After squaring the real diagrams, the full rate is composed
of 248 combinations.
Given the large number of diagrams that needs to be computed and squared, in this
paper we have used an automated procedure to compute this cross section. We have coded
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H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
Figure 4. Sequential two-gluon emission o a quark with N = 1 unitarity corrections.
the Feynman rules outlined in the previous section in Mathematica, where we perform all
integrations, sums and colour algebra via symbolic computations. The amplitude of these
processes can be written as
Mab(0)0 = "i(kH)"j0(kS)
X
k
mab;ijk ; (2.10)
Mab(1)0 =
Z
x+
Z
q
"i(kH)"
j
0(kS)Ac(x+; q)
X
k
mabc;ijk (x
+; q) ; (2.11)
Mab(2)0 =
Z
x+:x0+
Z
q;q0
"i(kH)"
j
0(kS)Ac(x+; q)Ad(x0+; q0)
X
k
mabcd;ijk (x
+; x0+; q; q0) ;
(2.12)
where the basic building blocks are the amputated amplitudes mabXY;ijk (: : :). The rst
two superscripts fa; bg relate to the colour structure and the latter two fi; jg relate to
the indices of the two out-going transverse momenta, with f; 0g being their respective
polarizations. The superscripts X and Y and the number of arguments relate to the number
of insertions of the medium eld. In the argument of the function we have suppressed the
kinematics of the emitted gluon. The subscript k simply designates the particular diagram
under consideration, and the sum runs over all diagrams in gures 1 and 3 for eq. (2.11)
and gures 2 and 4 for eq. (2.12). The vacuum terms are also trivially found from these
diagrams. Thus, eq. (2.10) is the sum of all vacuum amplitudes, eq. (2.11) is the sum
of diagrams with one medium insertion, and eq. (2.12) is the sum of all non-vanishing
amplitudes with two medium insertions. We will refer to M(1) as medium-real diagrams,
and M(2) will be referred to as medium-virtual diagrams.
Of course, all the amplitudes in eqs. (2.10){(2.12) are also proportional to the amplitude
of the hard process that created the out-going quark. Since this simply factorises into the
Born cross-section for quark production, we will always suppress it.
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To illustrate the procedure, we describe here how to compute one of the amputated
amplitudes, namely the upper left diagram of gure 1, which reads
mabc;ij1 (x
+; q) =
Z
x+H ;x
+
S
eik
 
Hx
+
H+ik
 
S x
+
S V a;iG (p
+;kH ; k
+
H )DQ(x
+
S   x+H ; p+)
 V b;jG (p+;kS; k+S )DQ(x+H   x+; p+)ucQ(p+)DQ(x+   x+0 ; p+) ; (2.13)
where the gluons are on-shell: k H = k2H=(2k
+
H ) and k
 
S = k
2
S=(2k
+
S ). In order to alleviate
the notation, we have also dened the integralsZ
x+
=
Z 1
 1
dx+ ; (2.14)Z
q
=
Z
d2q
(2)2
; (2.15)
and usually we will set x+0 = 0 if not stated otherwise.
In this amputated amplitude, i and j are transverse space indices that denote the
transverse momentum component of the soft and hard gluons, while a and b are their
respective colour indices. The positions x+H , x
+
S and x
+ denote the position in conguration
space where the hard and soft emissions and the scattering with the medium take place.
Finally, the two phase factors appearing in the integrand are a consequence of the external
leg insertion. To deal with the colour algebra we use the ColorMath package [78].
Following these simple rules, we introduce all amplitudes in Mathematica, which we
also use to square them. The x+H and x
+
S integrals in the amputated amplitude, see
eq. (2.13), and the transverse momentum multiplication are performed symbolically. For-
mally, we take advantage of the medium average eq. (2.2) to write for the square of the
medium-real amplitudes
hM(1)2i = Z
x+;x0+
Z
q;q0
hAc(x+; q)A c0(x0+; q0)i
X
k;k0
mabc;ij(k) (x
+; q)mabc
0;ij
(k0) (x
0+; q0)
= m2D
Z
x+
Z
q
n(x+)V(q)2
X
k;k0
mabc;ij(k) (x
+; q)mabc;ij(k0) (x
+; q) ; (2.16)
where the sum of all repeated indices is assumed and we have used
P
 "
i
(k)"
j
(k) = 
ij in
order to contract the transverse indices. A similar strategy can be followed for the medium-
virtual amplitudes, which are added by multiplying them with the vacuum amplitudes
such that
hM(2)M(0)i =
Z
x+;x0+
Z
q;q0
hAc(x+; q)Ac0(x0+; q0)i
X
k;k0
mabcc
0;ij
(k) (x
+; x0+; q; q0)mab;ij(k0)
= m2D
Z
x+
Z
q
n(x+)V(q)2
X
k;k0
mabcc;ij(k) (x
+; x+; q; q)mab;ij(k0) : (2.17)
In particular, when calculating contact terms (i.e. diagrams with two insertions on the same
propagator, denoted with a circle in gures 2 and 4) we use the half-value prescription for
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the Heaviside function, (0) = 1=2, which yields the correct answer for the double-Born
diagrams (for a detailed derivation of the contribution of these diagrams, see [27]). The
full medium-induced spectrum at rst order in opacity is then
hjM1OPj2i = h
M(1)2i+ 2RehM(2)M(0)i
= m2D
Z
x+
Z
q
n(x+)V2(q)w(x+; q) ; (2.18)
where
w(x+; q) =
X
k;k0
h
mabc;ij(k) (x
+; q)mabc;ij(k0) (x
+; q) +mabcc;ij(k) (x
+; x+; q; q)mab;ij(k0)
+mab;ij(k) m
 abcc;ij
(k0) (x
+; x+; q; q)
i
: (2.19)
The spectrum of emitted gluons is then
d2N1OP
d
kH d
kS
 1
Bornq
d21OP
d
kH d
kS
=
1
2p+
hjM1OPj2i ; (2.20)
where the factor 1=(2p+) is the quark ux and the phase space for the gluons is given
by d
k  (2) 3d2k dk+=(2k+). Unitarity implies that the full hjM1OPj2i ! 0 when
the medium momentum exchange vanishes, q ! 0. We have explicitly checked that our
expressions respect this condition, which for the particular case at hand it implies an exact
cancellation of medium-real and medium-virtual diagrams takes place in this limit, such
that no double-counting with the pure vacuum cross section occurs.
3 Analysis of the induced rate
The strategy of computing the full amplitude in an automatised form allows us to deal
with the many diagrams we have computed in a simple and eective way. However, the
answer that this computation yields is lengthy and we have not been able to reduce it to
a simple form. Therefore, in this section we will explore two particularly interesting limits
of this expressions in which we have managed to express the answer in a closed form. This
analysis is complementary to the numerical analysis of the full rate performed in [57].
Prior to taking these two limits, some general considerations about the full square
matrix are in order. The analysis of the colour structure of both the real and virtual
contributions allows us to separate the full answer into only two non-vanishing colour
structures (after averaging over colours). The total rate may be expressed as
w(x+; q) = C2FCAwQ(x
+; q) + CFC
2
AwG(x
+; q) ; (3.1)
where the elements wQ and wG are functions of the kinematic variables. This general
structure admits a simple interpretation. The full rate may be understood as the sum of
two dierent physical processes: i) the emission of two gluons o the high-energy quark,
wQ; and ii) the emission of a hard gluon o the high-energy quark which, in turn, emits an
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additional soft gluon wG. These emissions can occur either as originated from the initial
virtuality of the hard vertex that creates the energetic quark or as a result of the interaction
of the system with the medium. Note that in the innite quark energy limit, the change of
momentum of the quark as a result of the interaction and emission processes is negligible.
This implies that, eectively, only the gluon scatters and terms proportional to C3F are
suppressed by powers of the quark energy.
The expressions for wQ and wG may also be organised according to their dependence
on the position of the colour exchange, x+. In general, we can express these two terms as
wI(x
+; q) =
NIX
i=1
P(i)I (q)
n
1  cos x+= (i)I (q)o (3.2)
where I = Q; G, NQ = 2 and NG = 19 is the number of independent terms for the two
distinct colour structures and the functions P(i)Q , P(i)G ,  (i)Q ,  (i)G are rational functions of
products of the four momenta of the three partons as well as of the transferred momenta.
These are, in general, complicated expressions which we have not been able to simplify to
a compact form, and shall therefore not be presented here. In the following subsections we
will show instead the results obtained by the consideration of two distinct kinematic limits.
It is interesting to note that all the dependence of the full rate, eq. (3.2), on the position
of the colour exchange, x+, occurs in the form of cosine-like phase factors. These phases
indicate interference eects between the vacuum production of the quark, at x+0 = 0,
and the medium scattering processes. For single gluon emission these interferences are
well known, and are the precursors of the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) eect. In
the context of radiation induced by a single exchange, this eect can be understood as the
frustration of the induced radiation when the scattering occurs too close to the hard vertex,
at a distance shorter than the formation time of the emitted gluon,  = 2k+=(k q)2. While
in the single emission rate all the cross section is characterised by this single time-scale, in
the double-gluon emission rate several time-scales appear.
This distinct x+ dependence of the total rate allows us to treat dierently the kinematic
factors P(i)I and the formation factors  (i)I when expanding the rate in dierent kinematic
regions. The limits we will explore invoke certain assumptions about the momenta of the
partons and the transferred momenta, for any medium length L. In fact, the dependence
of any scale related to the medium length only enters in the computation via the phase
factors, as L appears in the limits of integration of x+. Therefore, interferences are solely
dependent on the relative magnitude of the formation factor 
(i)
I and the medium length.
For this reason, when taking kinematic limits, it is consistent to expand the kinematic
factors P(i)I and  (i)I to dierent orders since apparently subleading terms in  (i)I may be
enhanced by the medium length. In the next two subsections we will specify the limits we
explore and describe this approximation in more detail.
3.1 Expansion parameters
We now specify the parameters which we use to expand the symbolically computed cross
section. First of all, as it is clear from the Feynman rules in section 2.2, the energy
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of the quark disappears from the nal rate, since there is a cancellation between the
p+-dependence of the eikonal vertices and the eikonal quark propagators. This is only
true in the strictly innite quark energy limit that we adopt. Secondly, the structure of
these rules also indicates that the rate depends on the energies of both emitted gluons via
the combination
z =
k+S
k+H
; (3.3)
which, by assumption, is small.
We analyse the double emission rate as a function of the emission angles of the two
gluons. Assuming both these angles are small, these are trivially related to the momentum
of the emitted gluons via
H =
kH
k+H
; S =
kS
k+S
: (3.4)
In terms of these angles, the variable S, dened in eq. (2.5), is independent of z. To make
this scaling explicit, we may write S as
S = k
+
S (S nS   H nH) (3.5)
with nS (nH) the unit transverse vector along the direction of kS (kH). This form motivates
us to organise the computation in terms of the (dimensionless) ratio of angles
r =
H
S
: (3.6)
In addition to the momenta of both gluons, the medium interaction introduces an additional
dimension-full quantity, namely the momentum transferred by the medium, q. In order
to properly take limits of the full rate, we need to consider the relative magnitude of
this momentum transfer to other dimension-full quantities in the rate. Motivated by the
fact that the single-gluon medium-induced rate is dominated by gluons with transverse
momenta of order the transferred momentum, we choose to organise our computation in
terms of the (dimensionless) ratio
~q =
q
kS
=
1
zS
q
k+H
: (3.7)
This ratio ensures that, as long as we keep ~q nite, the softest gluon in the amplitude
may be medium-induced. This choice of scaling introduces a non-trivial dependence of
the emission rate on the variable z. This may be best illustrated by considering the ratio
between the transferred momentum and the transverse momentum of the hard gluon
q
kH
= ~q
z
r
: (3.8)
Although by construction we have assumed that z is small in the Feynman rules, the in-
troduction of the scaling eq. (3.7) leads to a dierent behavior depending on the relative
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Figure 5. Sketch of the two kinematic limits of the double emission rate considered in this paper.
In both panels the hard gluon is blue while the soft gluon is red and the blob represents all possible
placements of the in-medium exchange. The soft limit is represented in the left panel; in this
limit the formation time of the hard gluon is very short compared to the soft gluon one and the
angles of emission of both gluons are comparable. In the collinear limit, right panel, the angle of
emission of the hard gluon is very small and its formation time is long compared to the soft gluon
formation time.
magnitude of z and r. By keeping ~q xed, the limit z  r implies that the transverse
momentum of the hard gluon is much greater than the medium momentum transfer; com-
plementary, for the limit in which r  z the transverse momentum of the hard gluon is
much smaller than the momentum transfer. These are the two limits that we will explore in
the next subsection. We will leave the analysis of the region r  z, in which the transverse
momentum of both gluons are comparable to the medium transfer, for future work.
These two particular limits also have a close relation to two distinct space-time pictures
of the emissions. In the limit of small z, the hard gluon is formed early in the medium.
The two hardest partons, the quark and the hard gluon, will therefore form an eective
dipole, or antenna, that is probed by the emission of the softest parton in the cascade.
This situation is close in spirit to the one studied in [58{63]. In the opposite limit, the
formation times of the soft gluon is shorter than the hard one, allowing it to be emitted
earlier in the cascade. This is a novel situation that we study for the rst time in detail.
3.2 Emission rate in the soft limit
We start by studying the double induced gluon rate in the limit z  r, i. e.,
z ! 0 ; with r; ~q; S ; k+H	 xed : (3.9)
As already discussed, in this limit eq. (3.8) implies that kH decouples from the medium
scale. This means that the medium-induced rate of the hard gluon is power suppressed
and, to leading order in z, the rate of emission of this gluon is dominated by the vacuum
processes associated to the hard vertex. Note also that the (vacuum) formation times of
the two gluons are strongly ordered,
H
S
=
z
r2
; (3.10)
with H = 2k
+
H=k
2
H and S = 2k
+
S =k
2
S the vacuum formation times of the hard and soft
gluons, respectively. Therefore, at leading order in z, the hard gluon is eectively emitted
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from the hard vertex since it is formed at an arbitrarily short time. A sketch of this limit
can be found in gure 5 left.
We expand the prefactors P(i)Q and P(i)G in eq. (3.2) to leading order in z, which means
that we only keep terms that diverge as z 2. In this limit, only 1 out of the 2 P(i)Q and
10 out of the total 19 P(i)G terms remain. The phase factors of those terms,  (i)Q and  (i)G ,
possess dierent leading z behavior, z 1. Following the discussion around eq. (3.2) (on
the presence of a new scale, the position of the colour exchange from the hard vertex, x+)
induces us to expand the phase factors 
(i)
Q , 
(i)
G to a dierent z-order than the prefactors
P(i)Q and P(i)Q . Performing this limit, several cancellations occur and we ultimately were
able to bring the cross section to a closed form.
Following the notation of eq. (3.1), the term associated to the emission of the two
gluons by the quark, proportional to the colour factor C2FCA, is in the leading z-limit
given by
wQ(x
+; q) =
4g2
k2H
   8g4 kS  q
(kS + q)2 k
2
S

1  cos

(kS + q)
2
2k+S
x+

; (3.11)
where we have expressed all the factors in terms of products of the nal momenta. This
expression admits a simple physical interpretation. This part of the cross section is the
product of the vacuum probability of emitting a gluon o the hard quark (in the soft
limit),  1=k2H , times the N = 1 opacity spectrum for the medium-induced emission of a
soft gluon by the same quark [25, 26]. For later convenience, let us dene the vectors,
Aq =
kS + q
(kS + q)
2 ; Bq =
kS
k2S
; Lq = Aq  Bq ; (3.12)
where the latter vector is often referred to as the Lipatov vertex.2 In terms of these
functions, the N = 1 opacity expression for the single gluon emission may be expressed
as [25, 26]
 kS  q
k2S(kS + q)
2
=
1
2
 
L2q +A
2
q  B2q

: (3.13)
We will refer back to this decomposition in section 4.
We now turn to the CFC
2
A contribution in the same limit. After expanding the pref-
actors and the phase factors in the manner described above, we nd convenient to express
the full answer in terms of the vectors
Ag =
S + q
(S + q)
2 ; Bg =
S
S2
; Lg = Ag  Bg ; (3.14)
where S has been dened in eq. (2.5). These functions are analogous to those of eq. (3.13)
but, since they are functions of S they may be viewed as the transverse momentum of
the soft gluon as measured with respect to the hard one. In terms of these functions, the
2This vector is also known as the Gunion-Bertsch amplitude.
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contribution to the cross section in which the hard gluon emits the soft one is given by
wG(x
+; q) =
4g2
k2H
 4g4
 
L2g +A
2
g  B2g  Aq Lg

1  cos

(S + q)
2
2k+S
x+

 Lq Ag

1  cos

(kS + q)
2
2k+S
x+

+Lq Lg

1  cos

(S + q)
2
2k+S
  (kS + q)
2
2k+S

x+

+C  k+H ;kH ; k+S ;kS sin  k2S
2k+S
x+

sin

q  kH
k+H
x+

; (3.15)
where we have dened the function3
C  k+H ;kH ; k+S ;kS =  14 k+Sk+H S  kHk2H k2S S2 (3.16)
Since C does not depend on q, after integration over transferred momenta with the isotropic
distribution V(q) in eq. (2.2), the last term of eq. (3.15) vanishes. Therefore, similarly to
eq. (3.15), this contribution to the full rate is also proportional to the vacuum probability
of emitting a hard gluon,  1=k2H . Combining eq. (3.11) and eq. (3.15) we may express the
full answer for the double-inclusive gluon rate as
hjM1OPj2i

zr
= Pvac (kH) P(1)ant (kS) ; (3.17)
where Pvac is the vacuum q ! q + g splitting function in the soft limit
Pvac(kH) = 2CF g
2
k2H
; (3.18)
and P(1)ant is the emission rate of soft gluons o a hard quark-gluon dipole at rst order
in medium opacity, which we have derived in appendix B using the method of classical
currents employed in [62]. P(1)ant is given in eq. (B.15) and eq. (B.17), which we reproduce
here for the readers convenience,
P(1)ant = 4g4CAm2D
Z
x+
Z
q
n(x+)V(q)2


CF (L
2
q +A
2
q  B2q)

1  cos

(kS + q)
2
2k+S
x+

+ CA
  
L2g +A
2
g  B2g  Aq Lg

1  cos

(S + q)
2
2k+S
x+

 Lq Ag

1  cos

(kS + q)
2
2k+S
x+

+Lq Lg

1  cos

(S + q)
2
2k+S
  (kS + q)
2
2k+S

x+

; (3.19)
3In spite of the explicit fraction k+S =k
+
H in eq. (3.16), this term is of the same z-order as the rest of the
terms in eq. (3.15).
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which only depends on two dynamical time-scales,
q =
2k+S
(kS + q)2
; g =
2k+S
(S + q)2
(3.20)
which are the formation times of the soft gluon when emitted collinear to the hard quark,
q, and to the hard gluon, g.
The factorised form eq. (3.17) admits a simple physical interpretation of the emission
rate. In this limit, in which the hard gluon cannot be medium-induced, its production is
totally dominated by vacuum physics, and its rate is determined by the vacuum splitting
function. Since, as shown in eq. (3.10), the formation time of the hard gluon is parametri-
cally smaller than that of the soft gluon, the hard gluon is emitted early. From the point
of view of the medium, the system behaves as a quark-gluon antenna right after the hard
vertex. Therefore, the medium interacts with this two-parton systems simultaneously. The
emission pattern includes several interferences eects, encoded in the intricate x+ depen-
dence of the rate, which are a result of the simultaneous propagation of this multi-parton
system. We will discuss this pattern in detail in section 4.
3.3 Emission rate in the collinear limit
We now explore a dierent limit for the emission rate in which the hard gluon is not forced
to be emitted rst. To do so, we will consider the emission rate in the limit in which the
ratio of angles goes to zero rst (r ! 0) and then look for terms leading in the ratio of
energies z  1. The scaling of the momentum transferred with the transverse momentum
of the medium gluon, eq. (3.7), implies that the order of limits does not commute, since,
as expressed in eq. (3.8), in this limit the transverse momentum of the hard gluon, kH ,
becomes parametrically smaller than q. The limit we performed may be summarised as,
r ! 0; z ! 0; with ~q; S ; k+H	 xed : (3.21)
It is easy to see from eq. (3.10) that in this limit the formation time of the hard gluon is
parametrically longer than that of the soft emission.A sketch of this limit can be found in
gure 5 right.
As before, we expand the pre-factors P(i)Q and P(i)G to leading order in r, which corre-
sponds to r 2. In this limit, only 1 out of the 2 terms in P(i)Q and 7 out of the 19 terms
P(i)G are non-vanishing, and all of them depend on z as a power, z 2. Unlike the previous
case, not all the phase factors of the surviving terms possess the same leading r limit: 6
of the phase factors 
(i)
G are O(r0) and the remaining one is O(r2). The presence of the
additional scale x+ allows us to keep the latter apparently suppressed time-scale, which
becomes important at times of order r 2. Nevertheless, in the leading r limit, all 6 terms
with O(r0) phases cancel identically, leading to
wQ(x
+; q) =
4g2
k2H
 ( 8g4) kS  q
k2S (kS + q)
2

1  cos

(kS + q)
2
2k+S
x+

; (3.22)
wG(x
+; q) =
4g2
k2H
 4g2 q
2
k2S (kS + q)
2

1  cos

k2H
2 k+H
x+

: (3.23)
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As in the previous limit, both terms of the emission amplitude are proportional to Pvac,
eq. (3.18), which implies that the production of the hard gluon proceeds as in vacuum.
This is a consequence of the fact that in this limit kH is parametrically smaller than q.
Due to LPM interference, the medium-induced rate is collinear nite [25, 26], implying
that gluons with kH  q cannot be medium-induced and, therefore, have to have been
generated in the hard vertex that creates the jet.
The soft gluon emission rate depends on two distinct time-scales. The emission rate
of soft gluons o the quark, wQ(x
+; q), is identical in both limits, eq. (3.11) and eq. (3.22),
which, as we have discussed coincides with the N = 1 opacity spectrum. This spectrum
is controlled by the formation time of the soft gluon in medium q. The contribution to
the rate coming from emissions o the hard gluon, wG(x
+; q), is dierent in this limit.
This rate no longer depends on the time-scale g, as eq. (3.15). The time-scale controlling
interferences in eq. (3.23) is the formation time of the hard gluon, H = 2k
+
H=k
2
H .
The appearance of H in the emission rate leads to a simple consequence. If the
medium interacts with the quark-gluon system prior to the formation of the hard gluon,
x+  H , the emission rate is dominated by radiation o the quark, since the eq. (3.23)
vanishes. After H , the emission rate may be understood as the incoherent superposition
of the radiation o the quark plus the radiation o the gluon. At these late times, the rate
of emission o the hard gluon is given by the Gunion-Bertsch term [79],
lim
r!0
L2g =
q2
kS
2 (kS + q)2
; (3.24)
where Lg is dened in eq. (3.14), which corresponds to the emission of a soft gluon of
momentum kS o a hard on-shell gluon generated innitely far away from the scattering
centre. This rate diers from the emission rate of the soft gluon o the quark, eq. (3.22),
which is the N = 1 spectrum.
This dierence in the emission rate implies that after the formation of the gluon, this
new source of colour does not radiate in-medium as an independent new source produced
at H , which would lead to an equivalent N = 1 spectrum o the hard gluon. The origin
of the dierent rates at asymptotic late times may be understood from the analysis of
the antenna spectrum, eq. (3.19). First of all, we note that in the limit eq. (3.21), the
time-scales that control the emission from the colour dipole are parametrically suppressed
with respect to H . In the small r limit
H
q
= O
 z
r2

;
H
g
= O
 z
r2

;
H
q
  H
g
= O
z
r

: (3.25)
Because of this separation of time-scales, the relevant limit of the antenna spectrum
eq. (3.19) is to consider x+ ! 1, which implies that all phase factors average out to
zero. In this incoherent limit, together with eq. (3.21), the part of the antenna spectrum
proportional to CA is
lim
r!0
 
L2g +
 
A2g  Aq Ag
   B2g  Bq Bg = q2
kS
2 (kS + q)2
; (3.26)
which coincides with the Gunion-Bertsch rate found in the two-gluon cross section.
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This observation leads to a simple interpretation of the full double emission rate. If
the medium exchange is placed early compared to H , the interaction of the vacuum jet
with the medium is identical to the interaction of a hard quark with the medium; the
emission of the hard gluon occurs after the scattering, and proceeds as in vacuum. If, on
the contrary, the interaction with the medium occurs at a time long compared to H , then
the hard gluon has time to form via vacuum processes, leading to the generation of an
in-medium antenna. From this time on, it is the quark-gluon dipole the one that interacts
with the medium. We will discuss the consequences of this interpretation in section 4.
4 Discussion and outlook
In this paper we have discussed two particular kinematic regions, summarised in eq. (3.9)
and eq. (3.21), of the emission rate of two gluons in a thin (opacity N = 1) medium. These
limits are particularly interesting because they allow us to cleanly separate vacuum and
medium emissions. As we have discussed, in both those kinematic regions the emission
of one of the gluons, the hard gluon, is dominated by vacuum-like processes produced at
the hard vertex that creates a jet, while the soft gluon is medium-induced.4 By choosing
these kinematics, we have focused on understanding how the multi-parton state associated
to the propagation of a jet in plasma interacts with a QCD medium. However, this limit
prevents us from studying how the emission of new partons by medium-induced processes
interferes with the evolution of the jet shower, which demands the analysis of the rate when
both emitted gluons can be medium-induced. This is a more intricate analysis which we
leave for future work. Other analyses of the rate of emission of two gluons of comparable
momentum from an on-shell quark propagating in the plasma can be found in [56, 57].
As we have shown, within these regions the emission pattern of soft gluons is controlled
by the emission spectrum o a hard quark-gluon dipole in medium, eq. (3.19). This type of
dipoles has been recently used to understand emissions by multiple colour sources in plasma
and led to a rich interference structure [58{63]. The particular case of opacity N = 1 for
a colour singlet antenna was analysed in detail in [62]. Although the main lessons of the
interference emission pattern of the quark-gluon antenna may be inferred from the analysis
of the colour singlet antenna in [62], for completeness we discuss those features below.
The antenna emission rate is controlled by three distinct time-scales: the in-medium
formation times of soft gluons emitted o the quark, q, and o the gluon, g, dened in
eq. (3.20) and a third time-scale, intrinsically multi-partonic, which combines kinematic
information of both constituents of the antenna,
 1res =
1
q
  1
g
=
2q   kS   S
2
n; (4.1)
with n = kH=k
+
H a vector in transverse space whose modulus is the opening angle of the
quark-gluon system, n2 = 2H . This time-scale controls the interference between medium-
induced emissions of the two sources.
4Note that the two gluon emission rate we have computed is, overall, medium induced, since it is
estimulated by a medium exchange. Nevertheless, this rate can be understood as a combination of vacuum-
like processes and medium-induced single emissions processes.
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To understand how these interferences occur, let us rst consider the induced spectrum
o the quark-gulon dipole when the angle of the antenna H is large. In this limit, the
stimulated emissions o the quark and o the hard gluon are independent of one another.
The medium-induced spectrum o each of the propagating sources is dominated by gluons
emitted with a typical transverse momentum with respect to the source of order mD; this
means that medium-induced gluons o the quark have kS  mD while the induced gluons
o the hard gluon have S  mD. Therefore, the induced spectrums will be well separated
from one another if the angle of the dipole H  med, with med = mD=k+S being the
typical emission angle with respect to the emitting source. In this limit, as a consequence
of eq. (3.5), medium-induced gluons o the quark have S  k+S H  kS and induced
gluons o the hard gluon have kS  k+S H  S. This condition is sucient to show
that, up to corrections of order 2med=
2
H , the antenna spectrum eq. (3.19), is the incoherent
superposition of the stimulated spectrum o the quark and o the hard gluon.
Complementary, soft gluon emission o the antenna suers from strong interferences
for H  med. In this limit, for typical induced gluons S  kS  mD, which implies that
q  g, Aq  Ag, Bq  Bg and Lq  Lg. The antenna spectrum is reduced to
w
(1)
ant
 
x+;kS; k
+
S

Hmed
= CF

1  cos x
+
q
  
L2q +A
2
q  B2q

+ CA

1  cos x
+
res

L2q ;
(4.2)
which is the medium-induced spectrum o the quark plus an additional interference term
encoding the emission o the gluon. In the small dipole limit, for typical induced gluons
eq. (4.1) yields  1res  mDH . Therefore, interferences between the two sources suppress
the emission o the hard gluon if at the relevant observation time x+ the transverse size
of the dipole is  = Hx
+  res, with
res =
1
mD
(4.3)
the transverse resolution scale, which in this dilute medium equals the inverse typical
momentum transferred by the medium.
The characteristic time-scale for medium-induced radiation is the formation time of
the emitted gluon, q. At this time, the typical transverse size of the quark-gluon dipole
is   res H=res. Therefore, for induced gluons with res  H the transverse size of the
dipole at emission is small compared to the transverse resolution scale and the spectrum is
totally dominated by the emission o the hard quark. Nevertheless, the condition res  H
depends on the frequency of the soft gluon, and at xed H only a fraction of the induced
spectrum, with k+S  mD=H , is suppressed by interference eects. Since LPM interference
suppresses induced radiation with formation time larger than the medium length L, the
medium-induced spectrum has a maximum frequency of emission, !max  m2DL [25{27].
Therefore, if the dipole opening angle H  1=mDL, all the medium-induced spectrum o
the gluon is cancelled by interference, and the full emission spectrum o the quark-gluon
dipole is given by the medium-induced radiation o a hard quark. The multipartonic
system interacts with the plasma as a single colour charge, the total charge of the system,
as long as its maximal transverse size in the medium HL res. As we have seen, the rich
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interference structure associated to the medium resolution scale res emerges in the soft
limit of the double gluon emission rate, eq. (3.17), in which the emission of a hard gluon
may be viewed as the production of an in-medium antenna.
The emergence of the antenna interference pattern suggests a simple organising princi-
ple to understand the dynamics of jet showers in medium based on the resolution scale, as
already suggested in [65]. A basic element of this picture is that, similarly to vacuum, jet
showers may be best understood as a collection of in-medium antennas, that are dynami-
cally generated in the process of relaxation of the virtuality of the jet. Our computations
in the small angle regime support this picture. As we have seen in section 3.3, the emis-
sion of soft gluons by a quark-gluon system generated in vacuum explicitly depends on
the formation time of the gluon H . While for short times x
+  H the emission pattern
o the quark-gluon system is just that o a quark, after H both the quark and the hard
gluon contribute to the emission spectrum. This agrees with the common approximation of
considering H as the time in which the hard gluon decorrelates from the hard quark. Nev-
ertheless, disregarding the trivial dierences in colour factors, the emission spectrums of
the quark and gluon are not identical. Therefore, a naive iteration of the medium-induced
spectrum after the formation of the hard gluon leads to the incorrect emission rate.
As we have shown, the emission rate o the hard gluon is predicted from the antenna
picture in the small angle limit, provided the antenna forms after H . The physical origin
of the discrepancy between the iteration of the N = 1 opacity spectrum, eq. (3.22), and
the antenna prediction is easy to understand. As it is well known, in the totally incoherent
limit (q  x+) the emission rate can be expressed as eq. (3.13), which we reproduce here
for convenience,
 2kS  q
(kS + q)2kS
2 = L
2
q +A
2
q  B2q ; (4.4)
which shows that the emission rate is the sum of the stimulated emission o an on-shell
quark, L2q , the medium broadening of a soft gluon produced in the hard vertex, A
2
q , and a
unitarity correction which subtracts strength from the vacuum emission rate of soft gluons
o the quark, B2q . The dierence in the in-medium rate o the hard gluon lies precisely in
a dierent vacuum emission rate of soft gluons by the quark-gluon antenna. As shown in
eq. (B.12), because of the interference with the quark, the vacuum emission of soft gluons
o the hard gluon is proportional to
PGvac / (Bg  Bq)2 ; (4.5)
where the dependence in Bq reects the interference with the quark. This vacuum rate
vanishes in the limit of H  S, since, on the formation time of the vacuum soft gluon,
the transverse size of the quark-gluon dipole is negligible. This does not imply that the
in-medium rate vanishes, since, in the limit eq. (3.21), H  1=k+HSr2 and the dipole
has a (parametrically) long time to separate, leading to a large transverse separation at
formation time  = HH  z=rkS. As a result of vacuum interference, the emission o
the gluon coincides with the emission o an on-shell gluon generated innitely far away
from the medium, since no soft gluons are produced in vacuum in this kinematic lint.
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The small angle approximation explored in section 3.3 is, however, insensitive to the
the medium resolution scale res. For typical in medium radiation with kS  mD, at the
time the hard gluon forms the transverse size of the dipole is  = res z=r  res and the
antenna is totally resolved. For this reason, at times long compared to H the two gluon
emission rate, eq. (3.22) and eq. (3.23), coincides with the spectrum of a fully resolved
(x+ ! 0) small angle antenna, eq. (4.2). Unfortunately, the limit in which r ! 0 rst is
inadequate to explore the interplay between res and the formation of the hard gluon. In
future work we plan to address the limit r  z ! 0 to understand how the formation of
the antenna aects the resolution of the colour structure of the propagating dipole.
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A Eective Feynman rules in the eikonal limit
Here we will shortly review the relevant Feynman diagram technique applied in the light-
cone gauge in the mixed representation, which is quite similar to the so-called time-ordered
perturbation theory. Choosing the gauge vector to be purely \minus", n  (0; 1;0), leads to
the gauge condition n A = A+ = 0 for the gluon eld. In particular, the gluon polarization
vector becomes
"(k) =

0;
k  "(k)
k+
; "(k)

: (A.1)
A.1 Propagators
The scalar (Feynman) propagator for massless particles in vacuum reads
D(k) =
i
k2 + i
; (A.2)
In terms of this, the quark and gluon propagators read
S(k) =
X
s
us(k)us(k)D(k) ; (A.3)
G(k) =
X

" (k)"

(k)D(k) ; (A.4)
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respectively, where X
s
us(k)us(k) = =k ; (A.5)
X

"(k)"(k) =  g + k
n + kn
k  n   k
2 n
n
(k  n)2 : (A.6)
The transverse part of the polarization vectors satisfy
P
 "
 i
 "
j
 = 
ij . Since all propagating
partons are put on-shell, the latter term in eq. (A.6) is irrelevant for our analysis. The
gluon propagator is symmetric, and the only non-vanishing components read
G  (k) =
k2
(k+)2
D(k) ; G i(k) =
ki
k+
D(k) ; Gij(k) = ijD(k) ; (A.7)
where i = (1; 2). In the next subsection we will show that in the eikonal limit all the
vertices become transverse and diagonal in spin and polarization, which allows them to
absorb all the quark/gluon dependence (numerators). This leaves us with the momentum
ow and pole structure which are encoded exlusively in the scalar part of the propagator.
We will work in the mixed representation, with (light-cone) time, energy and transverse
momentum. For instance, energy-momentum conservation in a q(l) ! q(p) + g(k) takes
the following form
(2)4(4)(p+ k   l) = (2)3
Z
dx+ ei(p
 +k  l )x+ 
 
p+ + k+   l+  (p+ k   l) ; (A.8)
and similarly for the four-gluon vertex. While external particles are naturally required to
be on-shell, the mixed representation also allows to put all internal propagators on-shell, by
D(x+; k)  D(x+;k; k+) =
Z 1
 1
dk 
2
e ik
 x+ D(k) ; (A.9)
=
 (x+)
2k+
e ik
 x+ x+ ; (A.10)
with k  = k2=(2k+) in the last line. The -prescription regulates the behavior of the
propagator at innity. We note that we have to keep in mind that any integration of an
external point involves the additional phases as in eq. (A.8).
A.2 Leading eikonal vertices
Here we derive the relevant vertices and demonstrate their behavior in the eikonal approxi-
mation. This means that we only keep terms that are enhanced by a factor z 1, where z is
the fraction of a small energy over a large one. This automatically leads to the preservation
of (quark) helicity and (gluon) polarization that oats through the vertices.
The triple gluon vertex reads
iV abc (K1;K2;K3) = gf
abc

(K1  K2)g + (K2  K3)g + (K3  K1)g

; (A.11)
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where all momenta are incoming and fabc is the SU(3) structure constant. Enforcing
energy-momentum conservation in the vertex, we will dene the emission vertex describing
g(K1 +K2)! g(K1) + g(K2), where the momentum ow follows the time ow, as
 abcG (K1;K2) = "

(K1)"

(K2) iV

abc ( K1;K1 +K2; K2) "(K1 +K2)
= 2gfabc

1
z
(  "2) ("2  "12) + (  "1) ("2  "12)  1
1+z
(  "12) ("1  "2)

;
(A.12)
where   k2   zk1, z  k+2 =k+1 and "i  "(ki). In the eikonal approximation we only
keep the leading z term in eq. (A.12). We will however keep the apparently sub-leading
contribution to  since jj  k+(1+2) and we are interested in arbitrary angular ordering.
The eikonal triple-gluon vertex becomes completely transverse and reads
 abc;kG (k1; k
+
1 ;k2; k
+
2 ) = 2gf
abc 1
z
k ; (A.13)
where we have dropped a diagonal matrix for the propagation of the polarization. This
ensures that the polarization of the hardest gluon is conserved in the vertex. On the other
hand, including one gluon eld from the medium in the triple gluon vertex leads to
"(K1)A
c
(K2) iV

abc ( K1;K1  K2;K2) "(K1  K2)
= 2gfabck+1 A
c (K2) "1  "12 : (A.14)
Using the decomposition in eq. (2.1) for the medium potential and applying the transfor-
mation to the mixed representation allows us to dene a triple-gluon interaction vertex
UabG (x
+; k+; q) = 2g k+ fabcAc(x+; q) ; (A.15)
= uabcG (k
+)Ac(x+; q) ; (A.16)
where the transversality of the vertex is again suppressed.
Following the same approach as for the gluons, we will dene properly contracted
QCD vertices that absorb the numerators of the propagators. For the emission of a gluon,
q(K1 +K2)! q(K1) + g(K2), we dene
VG(K1;K2) = u
t(K1)
 
igta

" (K2)u
s(K1 +K2) ; (A.17)
where ta is the SU(3) generator in the fundamental representation. In the eikonal limit,
we take advantage of ut(K1)
us(K1 +K2) = 2K

1 
ts +O(K2=K1), which conserves spin,
to dene
V a;iG (k1; k
+
1 ;k2; k
+
2 ) = 2ig t
a 1
z
i ; (A.18)
where again   k2 zk1 and z  k+2 =k+2 and we have suppressed a diagonal matrix for the
spin components. For the interaction with the medium we simply replace the polarization
vector " (K2) in eq. (A.17) by the medium eld A
(Q), and nd
UQ(x
+; k+; q) = 2ig k+ taAa(x+; q) ; (A.19)
= uaQ(k
+)Aa(x+; q) : (A.20)
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We note that the newly dened emission vertices, eq. (A.13) and eq. (A.18), allow us
to absorb all spin and polarization information contained in the numerator of the quark
and gluon propagators. We are therefore left with scalar propagators and the vertices
for emission and interaction. The interaction vertices, eq. (A.15) and eq. (A.19), are
scalars as well.
A.3 Eective Feynman rules
As a summary, we provide a list of graphical rules that can be used in order to calculate
any diagram in light-cone perturbation theory in the mixed representation.
x+0 x
+
1
p
= D
 
x+1   x+0 ; p+;p

; (A.21)
x+0 x
+
1
p
= D
 
x+1   x+0 ; p+;p

; (A.22)
p
k, i, a
= V a;iG (; z) ; (A.23)
p
k, i, c
ab
=  abc;iG (; z) ; (A.24)
p
q

p
q
= UQ(x
+; p+; q) ; (A.25)
ab p
q

p
q = U
ab
G (x
+; p+; q) : (A.26)
Finally, we will discuss the situation where the same parton line interacts twice with the
medium. Due to the instantaneous nature of the interactions, see eq. (2.2), the scalar
propagator in between the two medium-insertions reduces to (0)=(2k+) = 1=(4k+) and
the double-interaction is denoted by a circle instead of two crosses. Since we can perform
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the integrations over the medium-momentum explicitly, we obtain the following two rules

⟨ ⟩
=  1
2
sCF
Z
dx+ n(x+) ; (A.27)

⟨ ⟩
=
1
2
sCA
Z
dx+ n(x+) ; (A.28)
where, in order to obtain explicit expressions, we have assumed that V(q) = (q2 +m2D) 2.
However, in our Mathematica code we have calculated these diagrams using the automated
procedure similarly to all the other diagrams.
Additionally, all newly produced nal-state partons, i.e., partons that propagate from
some vertex to the cut, have to be multiplied by the appropriate polarization vector, for
gluons, or spinor, for fermions, and by the appropriate phase eip
 x+ , where p is the parton
momentum and x+ the position of the last vertex. We summarise these rules below:
x+
p
= e ip
 x+us(p) ; (A.29)
x+
p
= e ip
 x+ us(p) ; (A.30)
x+
p
= e ip
 x+"i(p) ; (A.31)
and similarly for nal-state particles,
x+
p
= eip
 x+ us(p) ; (A.32)
x+
p
= eip
 x+us(p) ; (A.33)
x+
p
= eip
 x+" i (p) ; (A.34)
where the \cut" (corresponding to x+ = 1) is represented by a small vertical line.
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B Short derivation of the antenna spectrum in medium
Since soft gluon radiation can be treated as a classical process, we can apply methods from
classical Yang-Mills theory to obtain the amplitude for an emission o one of the legs of
the antenna, which reads
Ma;1 = 2ig
Z
q
Z 1
0
dx+

T  A(x+; q)ab ~qb1


1   q
(1   q)2
 

1   q
(1   q)2
  1
21

ei
(1 q)2
2k+
x+

 "(k) ; (B.1)
where
1 = k   k
+
p+1
p1 ; (B.2)
is the transverse momentum of the gluon k with respect to the transverse momentum of one
of the legs of the antenna and [T  A]ab~qb1 = ifabcAb~qc1. The full amplitude, corresponding
to emissions o both legs reads simply Ma;1+2 = Ma;1 +Ma;2. The inclusive one-gluon
cross section reads then
dN
d3k
=
1
(23)2k+
X
;0;a;a0
hMa;1+2M;a
0
0;1+2i ; (B.3)
where the brackets h: : :i imply the medium average dened in eq. (2.2). The medium-
induced spectrum is obtained from this after redining the potential as
V(q)! V(q)  (2)2(q)
Z
q0
V(q0) ; (B.4)
in order to account for virtual corrections in a completely analogous way to the medium-
virtual diagrams considered in the Feynman diagram technique utilized in the remainder
of the paper.
A very similar situation to the one we are considering in the current work is the
emission of a soft gluon o a colour dipole, or usually called an \antenna". We will label
each of the emitters in this case simply by \1" and \2", and their kinematics is given
by pi = (p
+
i ; p
 
i ;pi) while the momentum of the emitted gluon is k = (k
+; k ;k). Using
the results in [62], we will here generalise their results for an antenna in a general colour
conguration.
In vacuum, the square of the emission amplitude summed over colours and polariza-
tions reads
P(0)ant(k) 
X

M(0) 2 = 4g2 ~q21 121 + ~q22 122 + 2~q1  ~q21  22122

; (B.5)
where
i  k   zipi ; (B.6)
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with zi  k+=p+i is the light-cone momentum fraction, is the transverse momentum of the
emitted gluon with respect to the emitting antenna constituent.
In order to simplify the colour algebra, we have introduced the colour vectors Qa1 and
Qa2 that obey the property Qa1 + Qa2 = Qa3, where Q23  Qa3  Qa3 is the total charge of
the antenna. These vectors are dened such that for a quark Q2q = CF , while for a gluon
Q2g = CA, where CF = (N2c   1)=(2Nc) and CA = Nc. Finally, by squaring this relation
we solve for the cross-term to nd Q1  Q2 = (Q23  Q21  Q22)=2. The possible QCD 1! 2
splittings give
Q21 = Q22 = CF , and Q23 = CA for g ! q + q ; (B.7)
Q21 = Q22 = Q23 = CA for g ! g + g ; (B.8)
Q21 = Q23 = CF , and Q22 = CA for q ! q + g : (B.9)
While the rst two situations were analysed in references [58{63], we are mostly interested
in the latter process for the moment. Let us also introduce a compact notation that will
prove very useful in the following sections. First, we dene the building blocks
Aa1  Qa1
1   q
(1   q)2
; (B.10)
Ba1  Qa1
1
21
; (B.11)
where the former will come in handy for the medium part. Note that Aa and Ba are
both transverse vectors and vectors in colour space; dropping the superscript \a" simply
denes the corresponding transverse vector. The same goes for any other similarly dened
vector below.
For the colour conguration (B.9), the vacuum emission antenna spectrum takes
the form
P(0)ant(k) = 4g2

CFB
2
1 + CA
 
B22  B1 B2

: (B.12)
Due to the colour algebra, the antenna quark radiates as a free one. This comes about due
to the combination of the radiation inside the cone o the antenna legs and the large-angle
radiation outside the cone by the total charge. Additionally, the gluonic antenna leg can
radiate inside the cone.
Proceeding now to the situation where one medium interaction is allowed, we dene
the currents
La1  Aa1  Ba1 ; (B.13)
Ca  Aa1 +Aa2 ; (B.14)
where the former, eq. (B.13), is often referred to as the \Lipatov vertex". Using this
notation, it is possible to write the squared amplitude, after taking the medium average
and summing over spins and colours, P(1)ant(k) 
P
hjM(1) j2i, as
P(1)ant(k) = 4g4CAm2D
Z
q
V2(q)
Z 1
0
dx+ n
 
x+

~w
(1)
ant
 
x+; k; q

; (B.15)
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where
~w
(1)
ant
 
x+; k; q

= 2

1  cos x
+
1

La1 Ca + 2

1  cos x
+
2

La2 Ca
  2

1  cos x
+
12

La1 La2 ; (B.16)
and 1 = 2k
+

(1   q)2, 2 = 2k+

(2   q)2 and 12 =
 
1=1  1=2
 1
. While 1 and 2
are simply the formation times of a medium-induced gluon o either of the legs of the an-
tenna, 12 sets the time-scale for interference eects. Performing the colour decomposition,
as given by eq. (B.9), allows us to write
~w
(1)
ant
 
x+; k; q

= CF

1  cos x
+
1
  
L21 +A
2
1  B21

+ CA

1  cos x
+
2
  
L22 +A
2
2  B22  A1 L2

 

1  cos x
+
1

A2 L1 +

1  cos x
+
12

L1 L2

: (B.17)
In order to make some sense out of this complicated expression, let us take the completely
coherent scattering limit, i.e. x+ ! 1. In that case we can neglect all the cosines, and
eq. (B.17) reduces to
lim
x+!1
~w
(1)
ant
 
x+; k; q

= CF

L21 +A
2
1  B21

+ CA

L22 +
 
A22  A1 A2
   B22  B1 B2 : (B.18)
Here we clearly see the expected features. In the medium, the Lipatov vertex gives rise to
the Gunion-Bertsch spectrum, represented by L2i . Secondly, the pure vacuum spectrum is
aected by broadening, eectively replacing the vacuum spectrum with a broadened one
with the appropriate weight. For the emission o the quark, since all interferences cancel,
this is represented by A21   B21. For the emission o the gluon, due to the presence of
the interference in the term proportional to CA in eq. (B.12), we replace the complete
vacuum contribution completely analogously. A similar systematic was found for the qq
antenna in [62].
The analysis of the antenna spectrum has thus provided us with crucial information.
Whenever the medium scattering takes place long after the gluon formation and interference
times, we simply see that C(1) subtracts a piece of the vacuum radiation from C(0) with
a proper weight (see eq. (B.15)) and replaces it with broadening. In addition to this, all
colour charges radiate a Gunion-Bertsch spectrum. Naturally, in the general case, for nite
scattering times we obtain a quite complicated interference pattern, eq. (B.17). This can
however be used to be compared to the two gluon (one hard, one soft) emission o a quark
analysed in this paper, where the antenna picture has to appear naturally in the situation
where the formation time of the hard gluon is exactly zero.
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